
Mobility Solutions
Delivering fast, secure, reliable wireless 

access – without undermining performance 
or compromising established infrastructure.

Cords are out – employees, customers, 
contractors, vendors and guests all expect 
wireless access. And because most people 
work from both company-supplied and 
personal devices, wireless network access 
must become ubiquitous to accommodate 
the new mobile workplace. Laptops, 
tablets, smart phones, wearables, building 
control systems: All devices with little to no 
traditional IT oversight, all with their own 
security threats, yet all wanting to connect to 
your wireless network. 

The expectations placed on wireless LAN 
infrastructures call for solutions that are 
capable of providing the coverage, capacity, 
mobility, security and redundancy to keep 
your organization functioning at maximum 
capacity – at all times.   

Red River’s certified team of wireless experts 
can help you expand your capabilities 
without burdening your resources or 
increasing your security risk. With Red River, 
you get a truly end-to-end solution, from 
design and hardware installation to ongoing 
maintenance and support. 

DESIGNED TO MAXIMIZE VALUE 
Whether you’re looking to expand your 
existing wireless network or create a new one, 
our experienced team of wireless networking 
engineers can plan, design and implement 
a wireless solution to meet your needs. With 
any approach, we help you reap the benefits 
of a fast and reliable network:

• Security protocols designed around your 
specific requirements

• Improve integration and collaboration 
across your entire network

• Maintain flexibility to meet constantly 
changing demands

• Enhance your network’s performance 
• Improve the reliability, security and 

resiliency of your network 

• Deliver secure mobile access to business 
applications 

• Reduce operational costs 
• Improve operational efficiency and 

network management 
• Minimize disruptions 

Red River has strong partnerships with a wide 
array of OEM providers, and we take a vendor-
neutral approach to our design. That means 
you always get unbiased recommendations 
for hardware and software that meets your 
specific objectives, budget and requirements. 

GET MORE FROM YOUR WIRELESS 
Red River has the proven expertise to  
help you:

Optimize Performance and Protection: 
Our experts start with a complete Wireless 
Site Survey, oversee testing and turn-up, 
and provide hands-on support to enable 
the highest levels of wirelesss network 
performance and protection – without 
interfering with current wireless systems or 
day-to-day operations.

Support a Wide Range of IoT Devices: Easily 
support systems that are not compliant to 
current enterprise security standards, but 
require a protected, interactive, responsive 
and resilient network infrastructure.

Maintain Compliance: We work with highly 
regulated industries and government 
agencies to meet the most stringent security, 
information assurance and compliance 
requirements, including FIPS, FISMA, HSPD-
12, HIPAA, ad 802.11 wireless standards.

Simplify Maintenance: Proactive monitoring, 
maintenance and management from our 
24/7/365 Network Operations Center to keep 
your wireless network running smoothly.

Contact us to learn how Red River can help 
you meet your unique wireless needs. 

The  
Red River 
Difference 
To best meet your needs, we provide  
a wide array of capabilities and certifications:

• Red River Help Desk, Providing 24/7 
Level 1 & 2 Support

• 24/7/365 US-Based Phone Support

• 50+ engineers to plan, build and  
run solutions

• Powerful portfolio of partners and 
solution components

• ISO 9001:2015 Certified

• SOC 2 Type 1 certified

• Cisco Masters Unified Communication

• Cisco Masters Security

AT A GLANCE
• Founded in 1995

• Privately-Held

• Corporate Headquarters in Claremont, NH

• Federal Office in Reston, VA

• Innovation Center in Austin, TX

• Development Office in Sacramento, CA

TECHNOLOGY DECISIONS AREN’T BLACK AND WHITE.  THINK RED.
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About  
Red River 
Red River brings together the ideal 
combination of talent, partners and products 
to disrupt the status quo in technology and 
drive success for business and government 
in ways previously unattainable. Red River 
serves organizations well beyond traditional 
technology integration, bringing more than 
20 years of experience and mission-critical 
expertise in security, networking, analytics, 
collaboration, mobility and cloud solutions.

LEARN MORE 

For more information please call  
800.769.3060 or visit redriver.com

Follow us on Twitter: @ThinkRed

FULL LIFECYCLE APPROACH
Today’s technology deployments are 
rarely plug and play. They typically 
involve multiple technology 
components and services from 
an array of OEMs and providers. 
Leverage Red River’s engineering 
and consulting services as 
your trusted advisor to identify 
solutions for your mission and 
business challenges. Through 
our four service areas, we provide 
complete lifecycle IT management, 
from procurement to device 
management to data analytics.

TRUST RED RIVER
Red River provides a wide array of capabilities and cutting-edge technology solutions 
designed to solve current challenges, optimize available assets and help you make 
meaningful IT investments that align with your top strategic goals. We offer services across 
the full spectrum of technology– from selling and integrating technology infrastructure 
to developing software and custom applications to lifecycle services and support. Our key 
solution areas include Cloud, Analytics and Mobility. We also provide Professional, Managed 
and Support Services to maximize your technology investments. And our certified experts 
have the extensive expertise required to take on your toughest challenges as we work to 
secure the future of your enterprise infrastructure while lowering costs, reducing complexity 
and maintaining compliance.

OUR TEAM
Red River employees are highly trained, efficient and ethical professionals taking pride, 
ownership and responsibility in all engagements with customers and partners. Our team listens 
and understands your needs, and we match those needs to the best available technology 
solutions. By working in unison with our manufacturer, service and distribution partners, we 
deliver quality projects to our customers within time, scope and budget expectations.

OUR PARTNER ECOSYSTEM
Red River has strong relationships with a long list of elite partners, ranging from hardware to 
services to software. Our partner ecosystem includes global IT leaders that respect Red River’s 
track record of excellence and our core mission of reimagining the possibilities of technology.

redriver.com
https://twitter.com/thinkred

